Editorial  by Toouli, Jim
EDITORIAL
It is the end of my five-year appointment as Editor
in Chief of HPB and I pass on the role to James
Garden with pride, gratitude, humility and enormous
pleasure.
I am proud of the advances, which have been
made over the last decade in not only HPB but also
IHPBA and its regional associations. I feel that I
have been so much part of that history, including
my years as Secretary General, then President and
most recently Editor in Chief of HPB. All of these
roles and functions have been interlinked and in
many ways helped to forge what is now a mature
and highly successful organisation.
I am very grateful to many colleagues who have
supported the organisation, the journal and me
personally in this journey. I shall not name any of
them, but they indeed know who they are as they have
been fellow passengers in this journey.
With regard to the journal, I would like to single
out my friend and colleague, Elizabeth Andrews
who, from the outset, has provided support far
beyond the ‘‘call of duty’’. Even after retirement as
my secretary she has continued to work with me on
the journal and, thanks to the electronic submission
system, has done a lot of it from some of the remotest
parts of the world. Also with Elizabeth there has been
a core of supporters on the Editorial Board who have
been magnificent in their dedication to the journal.
Their tireless reviews have improved the quality of
the journal beyond recognition. I am grateful to the
authors who have understood for the need to submit
high quality manuscripts and to write comprehensive
reviews. These manuscripts are what make HPB the
high quality publication that it is today.
It is with humility that I pay tribute to my
predecessor who handed on to me a journal which
was already starting to achieve. Similarly, I pass on
to my successor a journal which is ‘‘going places’’.
It is indexed in Pub Med Central and all other
important indexing services. We have not achieved
indexation in Medline, however, I expect that when
we are judged on the last two years’ performance, the
journal shall not be found wanting.
The challenge ahead is to start the climb on
the citation index ladder and I believe that a firm
foundation has been laid for this to happen.
It is a pleasure to look back and see how far we
have come and look forward to our potential. I will
resist the temptation of ‘‘gratuitous advice’’ as I am
very confident in the appointment which has been
made of my successor. I wish James Garden, the
Editorial Board and HPB all the success which they
rightfully deserve. I shall sit back, read my (soon
to be) monthly issues and take heart in the knowledge
that I have helped in fulfilling these achievements.
Jim Toouli
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